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In the proposal L2/22-119, the Cyrillic letter TJE was proposed, which is used in the Khanty language. This letter is a ligature of 2 letters, similar to "Љ" and "Њ". It was accepted in the summer of 2022, and will be added in version 16.0. This document will include additional annotations related to this letter.

**Annotations**

050E CYRILLIC CAPITAL LETTER KOMI TJE
050F CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER KOMI TJE

→1C8A  CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TJE
1C89  CYRILLIC CAPITAL LETTER TJE
1C8A  CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TJE

= palatalized t

→ 050E CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER KOMI TJE